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QUESTION 1

MongoDB is 

A. None of the above 

B. Object-oriented DBMS 

C. Relational DBMS 

D. Document-oriented DBMS 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which mongodb tools allow us to work with our data in a human readable format? 

A. mongoexport 

B. mongostat 

C. mongoimport 

D. mongodump 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Consider that you have a collection called population which has fields state and city. Which of the following query will
calculate the population grouped by state and city? 

A. db.population.aggregate( [{ $group: { _id: { state: "$state", city; "$city" },pop: { $sum: 1 > > >] ) 

B. db.population.aggregate( [{ $group: { _id: { state: Estate", city: "$city" },pop: { $pop: 1 } } }] ) 

C. db.population.aggregate( [{ $group: { _id: { state: Estate", city: n$city" },pop: { $sum: "$pop" } } }] ) 

D. db.population.aggregate( [{ $group: { _id: { city: "$city" },pop: { $sum: "$pop" } } }] )Multi Document Transaction is not
supported by MongoDB 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

In a collection that contains 100 post documents, what does the following command do? db. posts. find
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().skip(5).limit(5) 

A. Skip and limit nullify each other. Hence returning the first five documents 

B. Limits the first five documents and then return them in reverse order 

C. Skips the first five documents and returns the sixth document five times 

D. Skips the first five documents and returns the next five 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

In a collection that contains 100 post documents, what does the following command do? db. posts. find
().skip(5).limit(5) 

A. Skip and limit nullify each other. Hence returning the first five documents. 

B. Skips the first five documents and returns the next five 

C. Limits the first five documents and then return them in reverse order 

D. Skips the first five documents and returns the sixth document five times 

Correct Answer: B 
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